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Measuring 
weekday and 

weekend sleep 
separately may 

offer benefits over 
whole week 

measures 

BACKGROUND 
• Prospective, daily sleep diaries are the gold 

standard for assessing subjective sleep but are not 

always feasible. 

• Existing questionnaires do not yield the sleep 

parameters produced by sleep diaries/objective 

measures.1 

• Literature comparing the validity of sleep 

questionnaires to existing sleep diaries is limited.1 

• Existing questionnaires typically fail to separate 

weekday and weekend sleep, despite known 

discrepancies in sleep between these schedules.1,2 

• The current study sought to develop and validate a 

brief retrospective self-report questionnaire that 

addresses these limitations and provides an 

accurate measure of subjective sleep parameters.  

 

PARTICIPANTS 
• N = 131 college students 

• M age = 19.4 (SD = 1.7); 73% female; 50% non-

Hispanic White / 21% Black / 4% Asian / 25% 

Biracial/Other/Not Reported 

 

METHOD 
Procedure: Participants completed sleep diaries3 for 

7 days, then completed either the Whole Week 

(SASS; n = 71) or Split Week (SASS-Y; n = 60) Self-

Assessment of Sleep Survey 

Measures: 

• Consensus Sleep Diary:3 Prospective sleep diary 

that produces parameters including time in bed 

(TIB), sleep onset latency (SOL), wake after 

sleep onset (WASO), number of awakenings 

(NWAK), terminal wakefulness (TWAK), total 

sleep time (TST), sleep efficiency (SE) and sleep 

quality (QUAL).  

• SASS and SASS-Y: Questionnaire versions of the 

Consensus Sleep Diary;3 produces same sleep 

parameters as sleep diary. 

• Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index:4 Commonly used 

retrospective questionnaire of several sleep 

quality dimensions; produces SOL, TST, SE, 

QUAL. 

Analyses: Correlations, mean differences, Bland-

Altman plots, and limits of agreement. 

RESULTS 
Mean Differences & Correlations: 

• No sig. mean differences between SASS and sleep 

diaries. SASS and sleep diaries were sig. correlated on 

all sleep parameters (r = .24 to .84) 

• SASS-Y and sleep diaries had sig. mean differences on 

TST, but not other parameters. SASS-Y correlated with 

diary on all parameters (r = .51 to .85). 

• PSQI and sleep diaries had sig. mean differences on  

TST, SE, and QUAL, but not SOL. PSQI and sleep 

diaries were sig. correlated for SOL, TST, and QUAL (r 

= .67 to .75), but not SE (r = .13).  

Bland-Altman Plots & Limits of Agreement: 

• SASS-Y displayed slightly less bias than SASS for 

estimating TWAK, SOL, SE, and QUAL, whereas SASS 

displayed less bias than SASS-Y for estimating WASO 

and TST.  

• SASS-Y demonstrated the best precision across all 

sleep parameters (narrowest limits of agreement) 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
• SASS & SASS-Y offer clear benefit above existing 

retrospective questionnaires of sleep.  

• Researchers and clinicians must balance validity and 

reliability with ease of administration and consider the 

specific needs of the population of interest when 

choosing a retrospective questionnaire over other 

measures.  
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Figure 1. Bland Altman plots for total sleep time; SASS to sleep diary (left), SASS-Y to sleep diary (middle), PSQI to sleep diary (right) 
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Figure 2.  Bland Altman plots for sleep efficiency; SASS to sleep diary (left), SASS-Y to sleep diary (middle), PSQI to sleep diary (right) 
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